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Sex Linked Traits 

Sex linked inheritance is traits carried in either the X or the Y chromosome.

A trait that is due to genes present on the X chromosome is more likely to be

expressed in males as they have only one X chromosome.

The presence of two X chromosomes in females can suppress its expression

when one of them has the genes for the trait and the other does not.

X linked traits fall under many categories like recessive, dominant and co-

dominant which influence their expression in members of both the sexes.

A trait due to a gene in the Y chromosome will only show in males and not

in females.



Examples of sex linked traits

Red Green Colour blindness

Hemophilia

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

Hairy Ears (Y chromosome)



Sex Limited Traits 

Sex-limited genes are genes which are present in both.

These are genes that occur in both sexes (probably on the autosomes) but are

normally expressed only in the gender having the appropriate hormonal

determiner (activator).

Throughout the pedigree the trait appears in only one sex, but it

need NOT occur in all member of that sex.

The genes for the trait can be carried and transmitted by the opposite sex

although it is NOT displayed in that sex because of anatomical or

physiological differences.



The genes that control milk yield and

quality in dairy cattle, for example, are

present in both bulls and cows, but their

effects are expressed only in the female

cattle.

Beard in males

Barred coloring in chickens normally

is visible only in the roosters.

Secondary hormonal development

Examples of sex limited traits



Sex Influenced Traits 

Sex-controlled character, also called Sex-influenced Character, a

genetically controlled feature that may appear in organisms of both sexes but

is expressed to a different degree in each.

Sex-influenced traits are autosomal traits that are influenced by sex.

The character seems to act as a dominant in one sex and a recessive in the

other. Sex-controlled character, also called Sex-influenced Character, a

genetically controlled feature that may appear in organisms of both sexes but

is expressed to a different degree in each.

The character seems to act as a dominant in one sex and a recessive in the

other.

https://www.britannica.com/science/character-biology


Examples of sex influenced traits

Male Pattern Baldness

Length of index finger

Body hair

Muscle mass,




